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Miebach Consulting supported
Binzagr Company as the designer and
project manager for the design to
realization of their world-class distribution
center in the King Abdullah Economic City.

Binzagr Company is one of the
largest and leading distributors
in Saudi Arabia and the GCC that
recently completed a unique
milestone of over 140 years of
continued service.
The distribution business forms
the foundation of Binzagr Company, which can trace its history
back to its start in 1881, trading
on the ancient routes between
Europe and The East.

Miebach Consulting was founded
1973 in Frankfurt, Germany. The
company has a proven international record of over 600 successfully implemented projects
and solutions a year. With more
than 380 employees, Miebach is
one of the leading supply chain
focused consulting, engineering
and general project management
companies.
With head quarters in Frankfurt,
Germany, Miebach has 24 offices
across the globe.

"Binzagr’s new distribution center is
an outstanding logistics highlight for the
national import supply chain into Saudi Arabia.
The size: more than 100.000 fully automated pallet
locations making use of the
benefits of the economies of scale.
The flexibility: meeting complex future requirements,
including potential future customers.
The automation: bringing significant efficiency
and productivity gains, but also ideal working
environment, even for women.
This quarter of a billion dollar investment represents
both: the application of latest world-class technology
and the consideration of local needs and requirements.
Miebach Consulting is proud to have been granted the
chance to assist in the design and realization
management of this project and to deliver it

on time, in budget, and in quality“.

Dr. Joachim Miebach
Chairman of the Advisory Board
Miebach Consulting Group
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Miebach’s role from conceptual design
to realization and operational phase
Concept Design
Miebach Consulting was the designer of the warehouse
concept. The design was developed by our team from
offices in Switzerland, Poland and Germany with close
coordination and input from Binzagr project team,
leading to a fully automated solution for catering to
over 100.000 pallet locations with 22 storage-retrieval
stacker cranes. The solution also considered a rail
guided vehicle, layer picking gantry robots, pallet
conveyors and good-to-man picking stations that are
integrated as a comprehensive material flow system to
manage dock-to-stock and stock-to-dock processes.
Finally, to manage over 600 truck throughput, 70
dedicated dock levellers equipped with inflatable dock
shelters and side loading/unloading platforms were
planned and installed.

”Miebach led the entire project lifecycle from conceptual ideas to build until handover of the facility.“
The built-up area of this logistics center totaling to a
~130,000 sq.m. was finalized in a plot of 307,000 sq.m.
including potential future expansion areas and capacities.
With the business case offered by the solution, considering the market trends and opportunities, Binzagr
Company decided to go for a fully automated solution
for the warehouse.
Detailed Design
Miebach Consulting partnered with Arcadis to deliver
the detailed design for the building and site infrastructure while developing the project design for the logistics portion internally. The detailed design process
lasted over 6 months from the finalization of the
investment plan.
Miebach Consulting supported Binzagr Company to
define the building requirements, storage and handling
system specifications along with identifying and
recommending suitable solution providers for the
infrastructure plan, making it a holistic solution.
Miebach Consulting was instrumental in supporting
Binzagr Company to identify the benefits of the first

hypoxic solution (oxygen reduction fire prevention
system) in KSA, ensuring that the system is approved by the statutory authorities in KSA.

”This resulted in making the facility the very first in
the MENA region where the hypoxic solution is
implemented with a control volume of ~1 mn.
cubic-meters.“
Further, Miebach Consulting also developed the
performance specifications for the automation
equipment, performed the in-house simulation for
the material flow to eliminate potential bottlenecks.
Miebach Consulting also offered their patented
design for material buffering and sequencing processes within the rail guided vehicle conveyor loops.
Tendering & Contracting
Following the objective of the project and due to the
aggressive targeted timeline, Miebach Consulting
recommended the required scope of work for the
realization of the project to be split into several
major streams.
This facilitated the project to achieve significant time
savings right from the tendering phase, helping
Binzagr Company to contract the enabling works,
steel building supply, automation system supply and
installation as well as the general contractor trade in
parallel.

“Miebach Consulting further supported the client
with securing the best in class storage and material
handling equipment including selective racks, push
back racks, material handling equipment and battery
charging equipment for the facility.”
Realization Management
Miebach Consulting led the realization phase coordinating various contractors and stakeholders of the
project. SSI Schaefer and Nesma Trading Company
were the leading contractors responsible to deliver
the project for its automation and building infrastructure trades respectively. In addition, there were
several contractors involved in delivering other
trades such as the enabling works, steel building
delivery, forklift trucks, selective and push back
racks and the oxy-reduction system.
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Miebach’s role from conceptual design
to realization and operational phase
Realization Management (continued)

”Miebach Consulting supported the project by being
present on site across the 22 months duration as full
time project manager.“
Several challenges were faced in the project starting
with ongoing design optimization, simplification of the
execution processes, compressed timeline for critical
milestones, raft pile foundation, accuracies in slab and
wall construction for automation solutions and many
more.
The majority of the complexities and challenges were
directly influencing the timeline increasing the pressure
on the site execution team to deliver in shorter durations. Risk contributors to the timeline included design
finalization processes, quality check protocols, delays in
delivery, delays in execution, upgrades, new requirements, installation approach and finalization among
others.
During the realization phase, several design changes,
upgrades, modifications and new client requirements
were accommodated to ensure the expectations from
the end users were met in this world-class facility.
”Miebach's leadership supported the project by
developing specialized and tailor made techniques to
meet the expectations from the various project stakeholders.“

The techniques developed considered the strengths
and weaknesses of the overall project team brought
together to deliver the project including the processes and protocols implemented for due diligence prior
to decision making. The techniques and project
management strategies were targeted to bridge the
gap between the skill and process requirements and
availability to achieve a successfully completed
project on time, within budget and desired quality.
Some of the techniques included: continuous review
of the forecasted activity plan, review and pro-active
navigation through critical paths, addressing the
issues directly with the relevant stakeholders,
meeting with suppliers and 3rd party execution
teams to organize and bring support to the project,
guiding the contractors regarding potential risks and
mitigation approaches and so on.
The Miebach project team further managed the
challenges and complexities through establishing
rapid action channels, setting up task force teams,
direct supplier interactions, contractor escalations,
contractor and supplier relationship management,
value engineering and approach simplification as
well as the impact of Covid-19 restrictions during
the ramp-up phase of the project.
”The claims approval management approach
ensured that the project expenses were controlled
consistently while a win-win agreement was forged
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Supporting Binzagr in transforming the
business strategy into reality
Miebach consulting supported Binzagr Company to
evaluate several alternatives for the warehouse design
before selecting the automated solution as the most
applicable one for their business needs.

The most applicable guidelines for achieving this
objective have been:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thereby, ensuring a customized design keeping
Binzagr's requirements at heart while still achieving a
robust solution flexible enough to scale and accommodate ever changing future needs.

Facility area
Investment and operating expenses
Operating team size
Future growth requirements
Business strategy
Competitive edge

A schematic view of the intralogistics processes and systems:

Extension

Tower 1

Tower 2

• ~ 50m high

• ~ 50m high

• > 50,000 pallet locations

• > 50,000 pallet locations

• 11 Storage and retrieval units

• 11 Storage and retrieval units

• Hypoxic fire prevention

• Hypoxic fire prevention

• Temperature control

• Temperature control

Inbound

Outbound

Extension

Inbound

Automated
zones
Manual and
semiautomated
working
zones

Outbound

Inbound

Loading & unloading

Automated Layer Picking
Case Picking
(goods to man)

Loading & unloading

Outbound

Outbound

>

70 dock doors

>

Full Pallets

Case Picking
(goods to man)

Full Pallets

Automated Layer Picking

Full Pallets

Full Pallets

Rail Guided System (80 vehicles -> 800 double cycles/hour)

Inbound
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Main ingredients of the logistics center
Binzagr Logistics Center’s logistical landscape spans
from manually operated powered industrial trucks to a
fully automated conveying and storage & retrieval
system (ASRS).
The following components are the highlights of the
project. Decision on the design and functionality of
each of the units was connected with numerous challenges.

their work in very harsh desert weather conditions.
High temperatures, humidity and occasional sandstorms had to be taken into considerations during
the construction and installations phases.

The main ingredients of this mega distribution center:

Design being rack clad structure, due to the steel
surface of the racking which becomes extremely hot,
most of the climbing and construction works could
only be performed during the night. Attention to
quality and provision of perfect service of the BLC
team has brought up another endeavor untypical of
such installations; after the installation all of the
110,000 industrial pallet positions in the two towers
were cleaned of sand and dust by the contractors‘
team of experienced climbers.

High-bay racking system

Stacker cranes (storage & retrieval machines)

• ~110,000 industrial pallet positions
• Height: ~50 m

•
•
•
•

The highlights of the ASRS facility are the largest and
tallest racking and stacker cranes including the longest
RGV tracks in Saudi Arabia and the Middle East as a
whole!

The main goal of BLC was to ensure storage locations
for as many pallets as possible within the limitations of
the KAEC plot while considering the future expansions
for ever changing industry needs.

"The only option to cater for the full capacity foreseen
by the planning team was to go the third dimension
rather than flat. Fully automated high-bay warehouses
are an established solution in the globe and have also
been appearing in the region in the past years.
However, solutions of heights comparable to that of the
Binzagr Logistics Center is a rarity not only in the
Arabian Peninsula but also in MENA region as a whole."
The dimension is a factor that not all of the material
handling technology suppliers can fulfill due to strict
tolerances in the standards of the steel construction,
especially relevant for the seismic region of KAEC. The
focus of the tendering and implementation was also the
possible capacities of the bidders to plan and execute

22 stacker cranes
Height: ~40 m
Double load handling units
More than 20 cycles per hour (per stacker crane)

Agile operations require a rapid response from all of
its subsystems. The heart of the ASRS system is the
set of fully automated stacker cranes which replenish, put-away, retrieve and reshuffle the pallets when
required. The technical cycles of each system allow
for 40 pallets per hour in and out, which gives an
impressive number of over 1’700 pallets movements
per hour of the entire system.
One of the system flexibilities is the possibility of
handling different types of pallets considering
system dedicated “slave” pallets as a universal load
handling device. For this purpose, the interface
between the stacker cranes, racking positions as well
as conveyor hand-over points had to be specially
designed to ensure seamlessly smooth movements.
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Main ingredients of the logistics center
Conveyor and automated technology
•
•
•
•
•

Over ~3 km of conveyor
Automated foiling machines
Pallet quality check stations
Strapping machines
Dimensions and weight check

Kilometers of conveyor technology with the finest quality to deal with load units of different size and stability
profiles had to be carefully outlined during the detailed
design phases. The exact amount of conveyor sections
could only be established upon simulation which was
conducted to verify the high complex and sophisticated
current and future requirements of the business.
Ensuring proper sequence of works as well as preventing the sand and dust accumulation at the installation
site posed a considerable challenge to the commissioning and implementation workers.
Rail Guided Vehicle (RGV) System
• 1.6 km of rail
• 80 vehicles
The simulation estimated the optimal number of
vehicles whose purpose is to establish a connection
matrix between all of the strategic handover points of
the system. The RGV sequencing logic is designed
according to a patented solution developed by a
Miebach Consulting project engineer.

"With its dimensions and number of vehicles this type
of RGV system is the largest installation in the region."

In order to connect distant parts of the functional
areas the conveying technology had to be swift,
expandable and cost-effective.
Case and Layer Picking
• 10 case picking stations including vacuum lifting
devices for ergonomic handling
• 4 gantry robots for layer picking equipped with 8
peeling & preparatory workstations
Independency of human error, safety due to less
warehouse traffic as well as high picking performance
is achieved by support of the goods-to-man picking.
To relieve the human hands Miebach engineers have
designed the state-of-the-art system so that minimal
human intervention is required. The picking stations
for case movements is equipped with a user friendly
conveyor system as well as picking aids such as
vacuum lifters, automated pallet release, ergonomic
scissor lifts for pallet movements for ease of operations etc.
The layer picking area takes the independency of
human factor a step further. The automated gantry
robots with clamping and pressure gripping mechanism coupled with suction technology are capable of
picking around 160 layers per hour in order to create
mixed pallets or adjust the pallet heights to meet
both the storage and logistic requirements.

”The aim of the design was to have the area carried
out in strict compliance with international safety
standards. The exact values as well as sizing of the
conveyor technology has also been subject to simulation and elimination of possible bottlenecks.“
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Main ingredients of the logistics center
Auxiliary equipment

"The technological landscape is complemented with
selective racking, push-backs (4’000 pallets positions),
powered industrial trucks (order pickers, reach trucks,
counterbalance trucks), battery fleet and charging
room as well as automated pallet inverters."
•
•
•
•

Civil construction works: Nesma Trading
Hypoxic fire prevention system: Wagner, Germany
Pre-engineered building: Assent, UAE
Selective racking / push-backs: Alshaya Enterprises /
Mecalux, S.A.
• Forklift truck fleet: Arcoma – Arabia Commercial
Agency Co. Ltd. / Crown Gabelstapler GmbH & Co. KG
• Pallet inverters: Toppy S.R.L
• Battery Charging System for material handling
equipment: Dahbashi Engineering - DIC / HOPPECKE
Batterien GmbH & Co. KG
Automated Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS)
• General Contractor: SSI Schäfer Automation GmbH
• High-bay racking: Automated Storage Retrieval
System, conveyor technology, WCS/WMS (SAP EWM):
SSI Schäfer Automation GmbH

• Rail-Guided Vehicles: RBS Förderanlagen GmbH
(nominated subconstractor)
• Gantry-Robots for Layer Picking: RO-BER Industrieroboter GmbH (nominated subconstractor)
IT
• Detail planning of processes and WMS/WCS
requirements and creation of functional and nonfunctional tender documents for non-SAP and
SAP-solutions
• Tendering support and offer evaluation and negotiation support. Result: General contractor for MHE
and SAP EWM/MFS.
• Planning, tendering and implementation of SAP
EWM/MFS for the management and control of a
highly automated warehouse supported by a
SAP HANA data base
• Automated solution that meets the business expansion plan, business diversification and operational
requirements
• Planning and management of factory and site
acceptance tests, integration-testphase and combined commissioning.
• Management “EWM”/MFS blueprint phase

Highlights of the new facility in a nutshell:
"A versatile world-class facility comprise of state-of-the-art elements, equipment and techniques considering
the possibilities of future expansions. Consisting among others of a pile raft foundation, two 50m fully automated and air-tight high bay warehouse towers equipped with oxy-reduction fire prevention system, high performance rail-guided system with more than 1700 pallets per hour performance to serve the fully automated 4
layer-picking stations and ergonomically designed 10 case picking stations as well as to handle all related
operational activities like sequencing and in- and outbound activities."
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Binzagr’s Logistics Center is our flagship
project in the GCC region – delivering a
proud facility for our client
The project was designed with over 1200 piles to cater to the 50m high building.
Miebach Consulting supervised this activity of the GC to complete the pile raft foundation of the twin towers
with a total area of ~22.000 m² within a duration of 4 months.
.
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Binzagr’s Logistics Center is our flagship
project in the GCC region – delivering a
proud facility for our client
Implementation of the hypoxic fire prevention system involved severe challenges due to the stringent requirements of air tightness of the building.
Miebach Consulting, with the support of the contractor, supported the project to stay on course of ensuring
quality for the building by addressing potential leakages and upgrading accessories that ensure tightness.

The site was equipped with 2.5 MVA x 4 units of Cummins Generators to cater to the power supply requirement
of the facility for ensuring 24x7 operational capacity with minimum downtime.
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Binzagr’s Logistics Center is our flagship
project in the GCC region – delivering a
proud facility for our client
Key Features of the Facility

• Plot Area: 307,000 m2, Building Area: 130,000 m2 with further area for future expansion
• Future expansion provision of up to 20% area
• Height: approx. 50m Twin Tower High Bay
• Oxy Reduction Fire Prevention System (First in the Kingdom)
• Rack Clad High Bay Warehouse with a leak factor of 0,23 m3/m2/hr
• Pile – Raft foundation with over 1200 piles for the towers
• 100% Power backup through MV generators
• 100,000+ pallet locations
• 22 Stacker Cranes
• Over 1.5 kms of Rail Guided Conveyor
• 4 layer-pickers & de-palletizers
• Goods to Man Case Picking Stations
• De-stacker, Stacker, Labeling Machines, Stretch wrapping machines
• SAP EWM for WMS + WCS

Top list of Stakeholders who were managed by Miebach Consulting as
a Client Representative GPM for the project
• Katzenbach Consultants, Germany – Soil & Foundation Design Consultants
• Green Environment, KSA – Environmental Consultants
• Traffic Impact Study, KSA – Traffic Consultants
• ACES, KSA – Geotechnical Survey and Soil Testing
• Fakhry Trading Company, KSA – Geotechnical Survey, Soil Testing, Enabling Works
• Nesma Trading Company – Building Construction General Contractor
• ASSENT, U.A.E. – Pre-Engineering Steel Building Supplier
• Emirates Industrial Panel – Cladding Supplier for the High Bay Warehouse
• Wagner Fire Protection LLC, Germany – Oxygen Reduction System Supplier
• Arcoma, Saudi Arabia – Forklifts and Material Handling Equipment
• Several other suppliers for the various requirements of the project
• SSI Schaefer, Germany – Automation Suppliers, IT SAP EWM System Integrator
• RBS, Germany – Rail Guided Vehicle supplier
• ROBER, Germany – Robotic Layer Picker Supplier
• Al Shaya, KSA – Dock Door & Dock Leveler Supplier
• Paul & Kainz – 3rd Party Certification Company for Oxy Reduction System
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About Miebach Consulting & Binzagr Co.

Miebach Consulting offers international supply chain
consulting and engineering services in production
and logistics, focusing on optimizing the end-to-end
supply chain in a digital and technology driven
environment.
Our customers are medium-sized companies as well
as corporate groups who want to improve and
expand their competitive position with innovative
logistics solutions. With over 380 employees in 24
offices and more than 600 successful international
projects a year, we are one of the leading international consulting firms for logistics and supply chain
management. For almost 50 years we have been
supporting our customers with what we stand for:
Supply Chain Excellence.

Binzagr Co. provides complete and comprehensive
distribution solutions, supported by a solid infrastructure that is a pre-requisite for effective market
coverage in the consumer product category, within
the large Saudi Arabian market. Today, Bizagr are
undoubtedly among the well reputed distribution
companies in Saudi Arabia, specializing in the
distribution and logistics of a wide range of consumer products, spanning from but not limited to: Food,
Drink, Pharma, Personal & Beauty Care, Home Care
and Automotive Tires.

Miebach
• 24 Offices worldwide
• 380 Employees

Binzagr Co.
•1
 40 years of continual
customer service
• leading distributors in
Saudi Arabia and the GCC

Please contact us if you would like to discuss your current challenges with us.
Miebach Consulting DMCC
Swiss Tower, 10th Floor, Cluster Y, JLT
PO Box 643718, Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Miebach Consulting KSA
1st Floor, Xenel Building,
Al Balad, PO Box 2824,
Jeddah 21461, Saudi Arabia

+971 4 278-9603
dubai@miebach.com

+966 12 604-8482
ksa@miebach.com

www.miebach.com

